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Don’t Applaud a Fantasy
By Gordon Scapens

You say you want to fight
for all the underdogs
so leave your chauffeured car
and follow me.

You want to find justice
for those impoverished
who don’t have a voice
but you lose your way
without a diagram to follow.
Your comfort sidetracks.

You want to plead
for a decent life for the needy
but the words you practised
have been censored by pleasure
of your clockwork life.

You’ve learnt the definition of poor
but not the reality of it.
You want the status quo,
jargon is a smokescreen
for secrets you can’t tell.

So you can make your exit
and boo yourself
off the stage.

(No rich man was harmed
during the making of this poem.)

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hard Labour
By DS Davidson

Grab a shovel and start digging
These gaffes don’t grow themselves
You have to work really hard
To turn an apology into an insult
So, start digging, make the hole good and deep

Grenfell: One Year On
By DJ Tyrer

All we’ve seen are platitudes
Talking heads, quick fixes
No humility, only excuses and spin
Scum taking advantage to claim compensation
That belongs to victims, not chancers
Cheap political points being scored
While the victims, homeless, shocked
Are left to rot without hope
Without the help they need
To recover, to start over
To somehow rebuild their lives
And, still bad advice is proffered
To those in tower-blocks at risk of fire
But, nobody really seems to care
Just pass the buck and preen for the cameras
But, what are the victims to do?

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Mountain Gorilla
By Colin Ian Jeffery

            Gentle giant of the great apes
            Close to us in temperament  
            With compassion and love of family
            Mighty vegetarian walking the Congo
            Hunted and endangered species.

            Silver-backed male
            Father and protector 
            Too heavy to sleep in trees
            Sleeps on the jungle floor
            While his family sleep safely above. 

            Babies cling to mothers’ backs
            Carried through the jungle
            With silver-back on guard for danger
            Loving family group of nine
            Moving peaceably from place to place.
            
            Villagers of the Congo
            Hunt and kill gorillas for meat
            Selling skins on the black market
            While hunters kidnap the young 
            Selling them to zoos for public display.
.
            Days of gorillas in the wild are numbered
            Soon only to be found 
            Gentle giants caged in zoos
            Paraded for human entertainment
            Great apes so close to us in temperament.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

According To
By Marc Carver

I went into the coffee shop
the guy took my order
and asked my name.
I looked at his name tag
it was Luke
Between us we have half the gospels I told him
He told me the coffee would be at the end.
No religious conversations today



The Allen Invasion of the A5 Services
By Roger Pattison.

Wailing  police  sirens  belly-ached  into  the  night  as  half  the
motorway  cop  cars  in  the  county  picked  out  the  A5  Services
outside Bromfield in  their  strobing beams.  This  was  all  highly
irregular as the belly-aches were usually inside the cafe.

***

“It still looks like a burger in a bun to me” said the prone cop
sighting at it down the barrel of the .45 calibre automatic pistol.
Slamming his stomach down on the tiles after a bagful of chicken
nuggets had not been a wise move, the sergeant quickly realised.
The officer sprawled next to him raised his Heckler and Koch and
dug around in his shirt pocket distractedly.

“The bloke on the phone said they all look like burgers;
‘there’s hundreds of ‘em’, is what he said.”

“There would be; this is a burger bar,” said the sarge; he
didn’t take his eyes off the burger, though; “but it’s dead in my
sights if it tries anything funny.” 

“If that bloke was right, we’re outnumbered, sarge” said
Algy, with a nervous twitch. There were, indeed, hundreds of them
dotted around the floor like acne. 

“They don’t  look armed, Algy.” A silence descended on
the  deserted  restaurant,  broken  inconsiderately  by  a  waitress
diving for cover behind the cutlery trolley.  “But would I know
what sort of killer weapon a burger in a bun might carry in its, er,
pocket?”

“Don’t that one look bigger than all the rest? What do y’
think, sarge?”

“Of  course  it’s  bigger.  It’s  a  Double-Whopper-Angus-
Burger. What would you think if you ordered a Double-Whopper-
Angus-Burger and a sausage roll turned up?” A cleaner lady with a
power floor washer walked in without looking up and plugged it
into the wall.

“Are you mad?” said the sarge. 
“I’ve been doing this job for twenty years, what do you

think?” She pushed things in and pulled things out of the machine
with  the  efficiency  of  a  robot.  Algy’s  face  turned  puce  as  he
looked up her rumpled stockings from the floor.

“Look, madam, we’re on a..a...stakeout for this... er...just a
minute.”  Algy  pulled  out  a  crumpled  reporter’s  note  pad
triumphantly  and  flicked  through  its  tacky  pages;  “Allen
Invasion!”

“A what?” said sarge, his eyebrows standing well clear of
his forehead.

“That’s what it says here,” said Algy. 
“You’re telling me we’ve surrounded the Blastoff Burger

Bar  with  sixty  men  on  the  whim  of  a  bloke  who  can’t  spell
‘alien’?” 

Just  then  a  disembodied  voice  shouted  something  that
sounded like

“’Ten...Shun!”  and  the  burgers  that  had  been  scattered
randomly  about  the  floor  of  The  Blastoff  Burger  Bar  shuffled
around willy-nilly  before clicking into several ranks behind the
Double-Whopper-Angus-Burger. A floor-washer started up behind
them and a thoroughly spooked Algy redesigned it into a cheese
grater with his Heckler and Koch while surfing the soap bubble
waves cascading across the tiles.

“Help” said Algy, careering towards the ranks of the Allen
Invasion Force as they opened fire with ketchup and Worcester
sauce.

“It’s ok Algy, I’ve got you covered,” shouted sarge.
“There’s no need sarge, I’m covered already,” said Algy.
“And you think I’m mad!” said the cleaner, formerly of

the rumpled stockings and now of the floppy gumboots, as several
of the Allens blasted off  into the dizzy ceilings of the Blastoff
Burger Bar. The sergeant battled to get a grip on his walky-talky
as it  danced out  of  his  hands in  the monsoon of  ketchup from
above and the tide of ‘Washy-Floory’ suds surging below.

“The situation is getting messy, sir” said the sarge into the
phone that was grotesquely distorting into something more Allen
than the Allens.

“Bring your leader to us!” boomed the Double-Whopper-
Angus-Burger, in radical break with tradition.

“No,” shouted Algy to the ceiling, “that’s all wrong. Your
line is ‘Take me to your leader’. I saw it in ‘The Allen Goes to
Hollywood’.” Just then the glimmering of dawn was obliterated by
an unimaginably vast Super-Dooper-Triple-Quadruplicately-Huge-
Whale-Burger  that  cruised,  silent  and  deadly,  over  the  Blastoff
Burger Bar and hovered, its ketchup cannons primed like a million
bristling cocktail sticks.

“Bring  us  the  President  of  the  World!”  said  Double-
Whopper from his ceiling tile.

The  sarge  at  last  dropped  his  eyebrows  as  there  was
nowhere else for them to go. 

“That could be tricky” called up the sarge.
“What! You refuse! Puny services-ling?” Double-Whopper

bristled. “In that case we shall eliminate your silly civilisation.” 
“Psst. Sarge.” Algy nudged the sarge’s elbow.
“Not now, Algy. I’ve got to think this out,” bubbled the

sarge through a mouthwash of Washy-Floory suds.
“She’ll do.” Algy pointed at the cleaner with the floppy

gumboots. The sarge, aghast, looked at Algy as if he was an Allen.
“They’ll never go for that. Just look at her.” The sarge had

another look just to make sure. He shrugged. “Here she is, then;”
he called up; “the President of the World.” The President of the
World looked up from her ceremonial mop and bucket. 

“No!”  A panicky  voice  rang  out  from  the  Ceremonial
Ceiling Tile. “You must not invoke the gods. It will be the end of
everything as we know it.”  The President of the World stubbed
out a distressed fag-end and smoothed down her floral piny.

“What you got against dogs, then?” enquired the President
of the World, rolling up her sleeves and bridling her bosom.

“PSSST!” pist Algy at the President of the World. “It said
‘gods’: not ‘dogs’.”

“Don’t  you  ‘pssst’ me  mate.  I  know  my  rights.  That’s
oppression of a Pet Owner’s Society member. I’ll set my god on
you.”

“Aaaiiiieeee! The President of the World invokes the dogs
yet  again.”  The  Double-Whopper-Angus-Burger  wailed
pathetically.  While  outside,  the  Super-Dooper-Quadruplicately-
Huge-Whale-Burger  pulsated  as  it  sent  down  a  majestic  silver
stairway through  the  ceiling  of  the  Blastoff  Burger  Bar;  along
which a crowd of Allens stepped equally majestically, each Allen
carrying  a  majestic  mop  and  tin  bucket  and  primrose  yellow
rubber gloves. They raised their majestic plungers in salute.

Things had become very confused by this time; so they
might have praised their joss-stick slungers in palute. It was hard
to say. 

“No; leave all that bowing and scraping stuff out” said the
President  of  the  World,  “it’s  embarrassing.”  The  plunger-
gesticulating crowd of Allens looked shamefaced, their plungers
drooping to an impotent half-mast. 

“What is it that you want?” said the sarge having strung
together a couple of brain cells.

“We are collecting for ‘Uranus in Need’ and doing a bit of
market  research  on  the  side”  said  the  Double-Whopper-Angus-
Burger, grandiosely.

“It  seems like a good cause,  sarge” said Algy.  “Nice to
think somebody is  collecting for  mine;  even  though it’s  not  in
need, so far as I know.”

“On what terms do you do the market research, Mr., erm
Double-Whopper-Angus-Burger?” enquired the sarge.

“Oh, the usual; you get to fill out a questionnaire that takes
a mere twelve hours a day for six months and get a fluffy badge
for it.” 

“It’ll  never  catch on,  here  on Earth.”  The  sarge looked
dubious.

“According  to  our  market  research  it’s  what  everybody
does for a hobby when they’re not shouting at a computer.” The
Double-Whopper-Angus  Burger  looked  as  smug  as  one  might
imagine a burger in a bun could be.



“So,”  said  the  sarge,  tentatively  exploring  the  limits  of
lunacy, “if we have a whip round and donate a few quid, you go
away.  Is  that  about  it?”  The  burger-boss  clicked  its  crust
impatiently.

“Don’t forget the market research!” 
“And the market research; yes.” 
“Then we must move on. One of the little moons of Mars

next,  I  think.”  If  it  could have smiled it  probably would have.
“Nice spot, Phobos.” 

***

To cut a short story to about the same length; i.e. tedious; in the
wake of the exit of the Allen Invasion Force of the A5 services, (it
having collected £1.52 and given out  several  hundred thousand
market research leaflets), a month or two later followed a queue of
brave politicians and  journalists,  both of  whom were  writing a
blow-by-blow, fly-on-the-wall account of the event; in the same
way that a duck-billed platypus did of the invasion of Greenland
by aquatic camels. These intrepid seekers of truth descended on
said cafe,  having first  taken the precaution of booking into the
Dorchester for lunch.

***

The leaflets from one section of the archetypal activists read:

Politician Does Something

The Conservative  party  candidate  for  Crackbracknel,  the  Right
Honourable Mouthmore N. Getplaces single-handedly sent people
to quell an Allen invasion at the A5 services near Bromfield. He
says. He also says that his bravery in sending people to quash this
intergalactic  attack  far  outweighed  any  previous  bravery  as
reported by any of the other parties. Whichever they were.

Sporting an open mouth and a  megaphone he modestly
described  his  battle  as  ‘Heroic’.  Some  spectators  erroneously
interpreted this as ‘diuretic’, which was about when it hit the fan.

The  report  from  the  police  department  was  somewhat
different.

***

‘We didn’t see hide or hair of Mr. Mouthmore N. Getplaces. We 
did get some fluffy badges though.’

The End (is in sight).

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Mother’s Day
By Pengbo Wang

Translated by Li Xie 

From my pen point suddenly spew
Tears of black tinged with blue
Which, with my guilt and blessings, stroll
So slowly on the scroll.

Original poem in Chinese:

母亲节

我的笔尖忽然喷涌出

蓝黑色的泪水

它带着我的愧疚和祝福

在纸上慢慢踱步

Removal of Old Skeletons
By Matthew Wilson

The three fine cars turned from off the road, into the woods 
and when they reached the clearing, stopped.

The armed female guards came out first and when they 
were sure the coast was clear, so did princess Rachel.

Tomorrow of course she would be queen, but first she 
had some business to settle. She requested her favourite 
shotgun which had claimed thousands of birds and then 
opened the car’s trunk.

Her friends laughed when the naked man clambered out.
When he was in the royals favour the guards had been on 
good terms with the handsome fellow but tomorrow Rachel 
would be married and all traces of her previous life had to 
be erased.

Rachel had only had three lovers and there could be no-
one selling stories to the paper, ruining her big day and 
shaming her name.

As commanded, the princess’s bridesmaids picked up 
handfuls of rocks and took aim.

"But why is he naked?" one asked, smiling.
"Tomorrow I give my future to one man; it won't hurt to 

enjoy the view one last time."
The women threw rocks at the screaming man who took 

off like a dog after a scent. The princess supposed this 
country needed a royal of her word and as promised waited 
ten minutes before she took the safety off her weapon and 
surged forward in pursuit.

She didn't think she needed to release the dogs yet, her 
oldest, unfit boyfriend had been clumsy, knocking down 
puny branches and trampling bushes in his mad need for 
escape.

Rachel sighed and supposed the silly fellow should have
worn a bull’s-eye for how easy he would make the chase.

Rachel cursed most unroyal like when a rock whistled 
through the air, caught her hand and nearly made her drop 
the weapon.

"Leave me alone, I won't tell," someone yelled from the 
trees but stopped when he noticed Rachel was following his 
voice, seeking a target.

"I'm on my honeymoon tomorrow, Richard," Rachel 
sang. "Don't be selfish and tire me out with all this running."

"There he goes," a woman yelled and Rachel surged 
forward, enjoying the rush, the wind in her hair and fire in 
her blood.

Fear made her ex-partner  careless and he didn't see 
the marsh until he leapt over the mossy log in a single 
spring and landed with a wet squelch in the bog."

"I'm sinking!"
Rachel sighed and mourned the lost summer she had 

spent romancing him. She must have been mad. She was in
two minds to let him drown, a slow and painful death 
befitting a fool but her upcoming wedding made her 
sentimental and she almost looked away as she fired four 
rounds into the screaming fellow’s chest.

Best to be sure.
One of her bridesmaids took the weapon, congratulating 

the royal’s aim and handed her a reloaded firearm.
Rachel felt no sadness. Tomorrow was the promise of a 

new life.
No baggage.
She would be a virgin for a great king.
Together the women headed back to the cars and had a 

quick drink to catch their breath, when Rachel felt the cramp
leave her side she checked her weapon and ordered the 
second vehicle’s trunk to be opened.

As promised, she gave the naked man inside a ten 
minute head start.
…………………………………...………………………………

Send us your letters of comment!



bx = y  The Logarithm
By Christine Despardes

The exponent is the logarithm; it's the number you have 
to raise another number to, blah, blah, 'round and 
'round, yet eventually I'll get it.

My brain was too overworked to hear it fully then but I 
remember the impression of a voice (as it were) in the 
back of my mind summarizing and clarifying the day's 
lesson while class gathered up our books and papers at 
dismissal. Every number has a logarithm, it was trying to 
tell me, as if it were trying to save me, but I refused to 
listen for it was at that moment too weighty a summation
for me to pick up and carry out of the classroom.

For a given base b, every real number has a logarithm.
An algebra rule, is it? Or a psalm? or self-delusion.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Free Will
By Marc Carver

I sat in the café 
nursing one of those drunk twice in one day hangovers 
watching all the people talking about who knows what 
watching clouds roll by as I run one lip against the other.
As I left 
I wondered why I shaved my beard off 
then I remembered 
free will is not all it is cracked up to be.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

A Hot Summer’s Afternoon
By Geoff William

Two lovers, playing hide-and-seek in the long grass above the lake
All the long summer’s afternoon, they play amongst the bushes
hands hiding, seeking, finding.
What is it you seek?
Is it love, lovers, ecstasy?
What is it you find? Is it beauty? Is it joy?
No, lovers – there are the trees, the shimmering lake, cattle in the park,
there are insects in the grass, there is the sound
of summer dying. A wood pigeon calls distantly –
not for you, lovers – not for you –
there are breasts, thighs, lips, hands and legs –
is this what you seek, lovers, up there beneath the rhododendrons?
“Can we commit adultery in your park, my lord?
Beneath your rhododendron bushes?”
“Yes, lovers – go and play.”

The afternoon is hot, you lie close together – is it your bodies?
What is it you play, lovers, all the long afternoon?
The summer day wears on. Evening comes. It is cool.
The long grass is wet with dew – as your bodies sweat.
Lovers, come down now, come down to the lake.
It is late. Come down. Tomorrow there will be pain,
a memory, a patch of flattened grass.
That is all. No love, lovers.

Age Is A Strange Thing To Happen
To Young Men

By Ben Macnair

We do not like the company our chin is keeping,
or the tiny folds in the skin that only happen when we are sleeping,
the unkempt hedge that grows out of our ears and nose,
the topiary we are keeping, between our toes,
age is a strange thing to happen to young men.

We do not like the effect it has on our friends,
who only yesterday seemed to be so much younger.
the yellowing of skin, having to keep our breath in,
the unwelcome noise every time we bend down.
Age is a strange thing to happen to young men.

We do not like reading of successful people in their twenties,
fit, healthy people dying from unsuspected heart problems in their fifties,
We do not like the apologies we have to make to our younger selves,
knowing that our older self will soon be making those apologies to us.
Age is a strange thing to happen to young men.

We do not like the questions our sons ask,
or other people ask, about why we no sons.
The time for questions is gone,
and answers are a little harder to find,
Age is a strange thing to happen to young men.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hospital Visit
By SchiZ

I was mirrored in your eyes
But you were absent in the mind
That is the only thing I remember
The smoky air of autumn
With the burning colours of leaves
I could see them like a dream
But they could not be real
As the tears that I wept
Never stopped
The words echoed for what
Seems like eons
While I fought against this feeling
I became lost in the madness
Of picking up the pieces of a fallen memory

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Doppelganger
By Marc Carver

I had to die so I could be reborn 
that part of me is dead forever now.
He will never come back 
can't say I liked him much 
filled with self doubt and pity 
searching for excuses and setling for an easy life.
No I'm glad to be shot of him 
now I can truly be who I want to be.
Hang on 
who is that knocking on the door.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Submissions are required for Awen and Bard for 2019
– send us your poetry and short fiction!



Tor House, at Carmel -by- the- Sea
(1925-62)

By Michael Seeger

Tor House and Hawk Tower are buildings in Carmel-by-the-
Sea, California, home of poet Robinson Jeffers and family from
1919 to 1999. The two structures, often referred to jointly as
Tor House, are generally believed to have played a crucial role
in the development of Robinson Jeffers as a poet, and have in-
spired many a visitor, for example,  Stewart Brand, founder of
the  Whole Earth Catalog: "Tor House is a poem-like master-
piece. It may express more direct intelligence per square inch
than any other house in America."

High above the vast blue Pacific
you wrote your verse
and were prolific 

Among the jagged masonry of Tor
             your inevitable place
in Big Sur

With sea rock and cement on a craggy knoll
you built a home 
by the sea in Carmel

One of few poets on the cover of Time
In tribute to your 
astonishing rhyme

A nation’s voice, you were against the war
representing peace 
upon your shore.

You wrote within the stone walls of Hawk Tower
with originality
and power

You wrote poems like a great Greek tragedian
escaping the self
crossing the median

Transcending self in favor of the whole
what you thought should be
humanity’s goal

The earth, sea, and stars were alive to you
When your wife died 
the sky darkened its hue

Above Hawk Tower, its stones uneven
With Beauty -the wild, 
only god you believed in.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Know Thyself
By Marc Carver

I walk past two young women
sat on the floor
one looks at me and says
He is not a very nice man.
I say me
I am lovely.
She doesn't reply
but I think she may know me better
than I know myself

To Dream of Love
By Bruce-Grove

What is Love?
Love is the dew on the meadow,
Subtle and cooling, like a healer's tongue,
Soothing the bare feet of passing travellers.

What is love?
Love is the clear and open sky,
Dignified and undeniable like a siren song, so blue,
Calling out forever, reaching the distant horizon.

What is Love?
Love is a dream of clarity,
Removing all doubt like the wind moving clouds past the moon,
Touching the nerves with a logic of it's own.

What is love?
Love is the blood that pounds in the veins,
Primal and raw like a lava fow,
Ready to burst, a force of nature.

What is love?
Love is the thunder on the mountain,
Electrical and fresh like a voice from the underworld,
Each peal distnct, bruising the night.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The Empty House
By Diane R. Duff

There is a semi-detached house
Shouldn’t cause any tears:
But it has been empty
For the last six years.

The wall’s no longer there
It’s just open plan:
But there’s no front garden either
Only gravel and sand.

No-one ever parks there,
In the day or dusk to dawn:
The sand bags and wood at the front
Make it look bleak and forlorn.

Shutters at the downstairs window,
Nobody can peep in:
But a pretty flower arrangement,
Would make it look lived-in.

Sometimes you can hear a noise,
But it’s not so thrilling:
The owner comes every so often,
And does some banging or drilling.

Where is this property
Is it far or near:
You can see it from the window,
Across the road from here.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stewart_Brand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carmel-by-the-Sea,_California
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carmel-by-the-Sea,_California
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whole_Earth_Catalog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robinson_Jeffers


Salvation Song
By Meg Sherman

I saved my soul when young while I
Had seen the devil topple my sky
I saved my heart from lust of him
Till it knew no more drudgery of sin
Dare I forfend destiny sublime
That heaven hath in mind for time?
Where children dance in innocent glee
Down valleys, in rivers wild and free

I kept it hid in angels chest
A sunshine in his golden breast
Lost stair to heaven alit by its ray
As I god’s bee grow accustomed to his day
Sunbeam light the rainbow way
On which the saints and angels lay
A chain of gold connect our minds
And hearts in Love: activity refined

I saved my soul in golden grove
And frolicked in God’s treasure trove
A knowledge pure wherein I rove
For which the saints and angels strive
My peace hath found its fury tongue
A riot most illustrious begging to be sung
As I traverse this summer long
As grace ascend past evil throng

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

She is…
By Bruce-Grove

She is the crow, Calling in the morning,
She is the oxen, Standing in the marsh.
Stand in the circle of magic fire,
Cry to wide open skies ‘She is the one’.

(Yet, Somehow –
She is lost in the banshees wail.
Oh- She,
Born of our mothers tears).

She is the song of the mountain
And the very language of water.
She is the scent of Autumn harvest
Turned to rot with her own sweetness,
She is the whispered words of corn
Baked in Augusts humid storm.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

New From Atlantean Publishing

Ivory and Rose Leaves

A  selectoon  of  decadeont,  aesthetc  aond
symbolist  verse,  featuriong  poems  by
Sheikha A., Aeroonwy Dafes, DS Davidsoon,
Clive Doonovaon, Fraons Jozef Goosseons, Mark
Hudsoon,  Johon  Light,  Robert  William
Schmigelsky,  DJ  Tyrer,  aond  Lee  Clark
Zumpe. It also ioncludes a traonslatoon by DJ
Tyrer of oone of Baudelaire's poems.

£3 (UK) / £6 (overseas)

Three-for-two ofer applies to all booklets.

It Won’t Always Be So
By Gordon Scapens

It’s the way we connect,
reason each other.

But each word
the last?

It’s the way we embrace,
a statement of intent.

But each touch
the last?

It’s the way we sleep,
a joint completion.

But each goodnight
the last?

It’s the way we signal,
time holding its breath.

But each smile
the last?

It’s the way we interpret
unwanted conclusions.

Act like each kiss
the last.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I Scare Myself
By Hal O’Leary

I scare myself as I sit here
And ponder o’er another beer.
With mind befuddled. It is clear,
I’ve led a life that’s most austere,
In which there hasn’t been much cheer.
And so, it goes year after year.
‘Til I must say it does appear,
My discontent is most severe,
And as the end is drawing near,
There’s little of it I hold dear.
But then if I could engineer
A raison d’etre, a new career,
Knowing I would be sincere,
I’d take control of this old sphere,
A proper course I’d surely steer,
And no more would I snarl and sneer.
I’d never shed another tear.
My life would bloom and I would cheer.
But then . . . I won’t, and please don’t jeer
You see, I’m stricken with this fear.
. . . If only I could lose . . . this fear.
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Old Sailor
By Colin Ian Jeffery

The old sailor sat on a sea wall
Watching heaving swell of dancing waves
Crowned with foam of swirling white
Hearing shrill cries of seagulls.
                 
Feeling salty spray on weathered face
Closes his eyes remembering
Times long gone of his seafaring youth
Spent beneath mast and billowing sail.

Friends lost overboard in raging storms
And climbing slippery rigging 
Pulling in sails, lashing them to yardarms
As monstrous waves broke over the ship.

Shore leave with girl in every port
Getting drunk and spending all his pay
Returning to the ship and hard life on board
Sailor with unruly sea as his home.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Have You Ever Thought
Of Not?

By Ben Macnair

Have you ever thought of not
arguing for the sake of it,
ignoring all of the evidence to the contrary
thinking everyone is on your side
thinking everyone shares your viewpoint?

Have you ever thought of not
passing judgement on a stranger’s looks,
personality, and career choices?

Have you ever thought of not
passing sexist, misogynistic comments
because you are a keyboard warrior,
cloaked in anonymity,
arguing with strangers about other strangers
who were on television last night?

Have you ever thought of not
complaining about the government,
saying that music is not as good as it 

used to be
saying kids these days, they don’t know

they are born.

Have you ever though of not 
thinking you are the great I Am,
richer than a Kardashian,
when you are Kevin, Wayne, or Barry,
saying that you would,
when you may never have done,
because this type of lonely existence 
is what you do for fun?
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